Vocabulary
List 6

The Word:

Remember It:
(with another
word that
rhymes, sounds
like, or has a
similar root)

Explain It:
(with a brief
explanation and/
or synonyms)

Use It:
(in a
detailed
sentence)

profundity
(noun)

deep insight;
great depth of
knowledge

One leader who
speaks with
amazing
______________
about _________
______________
is ____________
______________.

cynical
(adj.)

attitude of a faultfinder or critic;
believing that
people’s behavior
is motivated by
self-interest alone

Debby Downer is
so _________
about why movie
stars __________
_____________.
She thinks they
only do it because
______________.

ambiguous
(adjective)

capable of being
understood in two
possible ways

Hank’s red shirt is
______________;
it could either
mean he is _____
______________
or that he is
______________
_____________.

rote
(adj.)

memorized (by
using habitual or
mechanical
repetition)

You can learn
these words
partly by
________. How
many times will
you practice them
using the looping
method? _____

Sketch It:
(sketch what you
wrote in your
sentence)

The Word:

Remember It:
(with another
word that
rhymes, sounds
like, or has a
similar root)

Explain It:
(with a brief
explanation and/
or synonyms)

Use It:
(in a
detailed
sentence)

aqueduct
(noun)

pipe or tube
carrying a large
quantity of flowing
water

If you built a sand
castle with a
miniature
_____________,
you might use a
______________
for the duct.

spartan
(adj.)

showing
simplicity, or lack
of comfort or
luxury.

Who is someone
you know (of)
who lives a
______________
existence, without
owning much
_____________
or ___________?

stoic
(adj. or noun)

enduring or not
showing pain or
hardship.
(or a person who
doesn’t show pain
or hardship)

Who is someone
you know (of)
who you’d
consider
__________, who
doesn’t complain
much when things
are ___________
or ___________?

interface
(noun or verb)

a point where two
systems,
subjects, or
organizations
meet or interact.
(or to interact with
another system,
person, or
organization)

Our computer
screen has
recently been
a/an
______________
between
______________
and
______________.

Sketch It:
(sketch what you
wrote in your
sentence)

